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We hope that children will enjoy using this ‘Alex and Rosie’ colouring book with their parents, 
carers or teachers, and that it will encourage their interest in the Essex countryside and its 
wildlife. Children will also discover some of the things they might do in the countryside, such as 
collecting shells, listening to the sounds of insects in a meadow or watching birds. 

This colouring book complements our guide ‘Visiting the Essex countryside: a guide for parents 
and teachers of children with autism’, and our children’s story book ‘Alex and Rosie’s Adventures 
in Essex’. In addition to the natural places originally featured in our countryside guide, we have 
included two new locations in the colouring book; Hylands Park and the Essex County Council 
Short Breaks for Disabled Children and Young People beach hut at Walton-on-the-Naze. We 
hope that our colouring book will appeal to younger children with autism and related disabilities, 
and children with speech and language difficulties, and encourage their interest in the 
countryside and nature. For more information visit the Autism and Nature website 
(www.autismandnature.org.uk). Autism and Nature is a non-profit organisation 
dedicated to enriching the lives of children on the autism spectrum, by 
helping to engage them with the countryside and nature.

This book has been generously funded by Essex County Council Short 
Breaks for Disabled Children and Young People; the Bartella Charitable 
Fund (c/o Essex Community Foundation); and the Fowler Smith and 
Jones Trust. We would also like to thank Jo Mason (Essex County 
Council) for her continued support of our work and Guillaume 
Duclaud-Williams (Widgit Software) for his valuable advice 
and help with symbolising the text. Finally, we would like to 
thank Aurea Paquete for the layout of the book.



Alex and Rosie love to visit

the Essex countryside.



Alex and Rosie enjoyed a picnic in the park.

Hylands





Honey bees were busy collecting pollen to take to their hive.

Bridge end garden





Alex and Rosie were excited to see fallow deer in the forest.

Hatfield Forest





Marks Hall

Alex liked the wooden koalas, Rosie liked the kangaroos.





Cudmore Grove

There were large oyster shells amongst the cockle shells.





Alex and Rosie listened to the sounds of insects in the meadow.

Phyllis Currie





Alex and Rosie heard the 'peewit' call of lapwings.

Abbotts Hall Farm





Alex and Rosie watched birds feeding on the mud.

Fingringhoe Wick





Alex and Rosie took Lola for a walk around the garden.

Green Island Garden





It was exciting to visit the beach hut and play on the beach.

Walton





Alex and Rosie like to walk around the reservoir.

Abberton Reservoir





Alex, Rosie and their friend made crowns from autumn leaves.

belfairs





Alex and Rosie recognised vegetables they eat at home.

RHS Garden Hyde Hall





Alex and Rosie collected nuts in the autumn.

Norsey





Alex and Rosie enjoyed playing in the Bluebell Tree House.

Weald CP





Alex and Rosie love to hear nightingales in spring.

Danbury





Alex is always happy to see bluebells in spring.

Blakes wood





Alex and Rosie saw colourful birds on the bird feeders.

South Essex wildlife garden





Alex and Rosie watched a water vole eating reeds.

Rainham marshes





Alex and Rosie took their friend to Hainault Forest.

Hainault Forest





The drake Mandarin ducks were amazingly colourful!

Epping Forest





Alex and Rosie were excited to find bee orchids.

Chafford
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Disclaimer
We recommend visitors to any places included in this book to take all appropriate 

steps to ensure health and safety of all users, and to follow their own health and safety policy. 
Neither the publisher nor the authors can be held responsible for any consequences arising from 
the use of the information contained herein, including accidents or damage as a result of its use.
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